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Correction: Spine Deformity (2024) 12:293–303  
https://doi.org/10.1007/s43390-023-00802-x.

In Table 1 of this article, the data in column 2 of the fourth 
“Selective” row was missing in the original article.

The complete fourth selective row reads:
Selective Information support: surgery.

The original article can be found online at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ 
s43390- 023- 00802-x.
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The complete Table 1 is as follows:
The original article has been corrected.

Publisher's Note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to 
jurisdictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations.

Table 1  Axial and selective 
codes Selective Emotional aspects of scoliosis/connecting with others

Axial Emphasizing the importance of online community/sharing with others
Supporting and encouraging others
Looking to hear from others in a similar situation
Sharing progress/updates with online community
Sharing resources
Psychological and emotional impact of scoliosis (anxiety, fear, depression, self-esteem)

Selective Information support: living with scoliosis
Axial Discussing back, rib, or neuropathic pain

Discussing quality of life and activity limitations
Seeking or sharing recommendations on physicians/institutions
Discussing concerns surrounding curve progression

Selective Information support: bracing
Axial Discussing information about duration of bracing

Socioemotional impact of wearing brace
Discussing living with a brace (sleeping, activities, ADLs)
Advice/recommendation about dressing with a brace
Discussing physical side effects of bracing (pain, abdominal complaints)
Discussing lack of compliance

Selective Information support: surgery
Axial Discussing personal experiences with surgical treatment (recovery, complications, etc.)

Discussing technical aspects of surgery (fusion level, effect of curve severity)
Discussing whether or not to pursue surgery
Discussing fears surrounding surgery

Selective Information support: other treatment methods
Axial Discussing scoliosis specific exercises (Schroth Method, torso rotation strength train-

ing, physical therapy)
Discussing chiropractic care
Discussing yoga or Pilates
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